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LEE ‘SCRATCH’ PERRY
==Discography==
===Albums===
* ''[[The Upsetter]]'' (1969)
* ''[[Return of Django]]'' (1969)
* ''[[Clint Eastwood (album)|Clint Eastwood]]'' (1970)
* ''[[Many Moods of the Upsetters]]'' (1970)
* ''[[Scratch the Upsetter Again]]'' (1970)
* ''[[The Good, the Bad and the Upsetters]]'' (1970)
* ''[[Eastwood Rides Again]]'' (1970)
* ''[[Africa's Blood]]'' (1972)
* ''[[Cloak and Dagger (album)|Cloak and Dagger]]'' (1973)
* ''[[Rhythm Shower]] (1973)
* ''[[Upsetters 14 Dub Blackboard Jungle]]'' aka ''Blackboard Jungle Dub'' (1973)

'''Black Ark era'''
** ''[[Double Seven]]'' (1974)
** ''[[DIP Presents the Upsetter]]'' (1975)
** ''[[Musical Bones]]'' (1975)
** ''[[Return of Wax]]'' (1975)
** ''[[Kung Fu Meets the Dragon]]'' aka ''Heart of the Dragon'' (1975)
** ''[[Revolution Dub]]'' (1975)
** ''[[Super Ape]]'' aka ''Scratch the Super Ape'' (1976)
** ''[[Roast Fish Collie Weed & Corn Bread]]'' (1978)
** ''[[Return of the Super Ape]]'' (1978)
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* ''The Return of Pipecock Jackxon'' (1980)
* ''Mystic Miracle Star'' (with the Majestics) (1982)
* ''[[History, Mystery & Prophecy]]'' (1984)
* ''[[Battle Of Armagideon (Millionaire Liquidator)]]'' (1986)
* ''[[Time Boom X De Devil Dead]]'' (with [[Dub Syndicate]]) (1987)
* ''On the Wire'' (1988)
* ''Satan Kicked the Bucket'' (with Bullwackie) (1988)
* ''Chicken Scratch'' (1989)
* ''Mystic Warrior'' (1989)
* ''Mystic Warrior Dub'' (with [[Mad Professor]]) (1989)
* ''From The Secret Laboratory'' (with [[Dub Syndicate]]) (1990)
* ''Message From Yard'' (with Bullwackie) (1990)
* ''Satan's Dub'' (with Bullwackie) (1990)
* ''Lord God Muzik'' (1991)
* ''Sounds From The Hotline'' (1991)
* ''The Upsetter and The Beat'' (1992)
* ''Excaliburman'' (1992)
* ''Spiritual Healing'' (1994)
* ''Black Ark Experryments'' (with [[Mad Professor]]) (1995)
* ''Experryments at the Grass Roots of Dub'' (with [[Mad Professor]]) (1995)
* ''[[Super Ape Inna Jungle]]'' (with [[Mad Professor]]) (1995)
* ''Who Put The Voodoo Pon Reggae'' (with [[Mad Professor]]) (1996)
* ''[[Dub Take the Voodoo Out of Reggae]]'' ([[Mad Professor]] with Lee Perry) (1996)
* ''Dub Fire'' (with [[Mad Professor]]) (1998)
* ''The Original Super Ape'' (1998)
* ''Son of Thunder'' (2000)
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* ''Songs to Bring Back the Ark (2000)
* ''Techno Party'' (2000)
* ''[[Jamaican E.T.]]'' (2002)
* ''Earthman Skanking'' (2003)
* ''Encore'' (2003)
* ''Alien Starman'' (2003)
* ''[[Panic in Babylon]]'' (2004)
* ''Alive, more than ever'' (2006)
* ''End of an American Dream'' (2007)
* ''The Mighty Upsetter'' (2008)
* [[Repentance (2008 album)|''Repentance'']] (2008)
* ''Scratch Came Scratch Saw Scratch Conquered'' (2008)
* ''Iron Devil'' (2008)
* ''Dub Setter'' (with [[Adrian Sherwood]]) (2009)
* ''Return from Planet Dub'' (with Dubblestandart) (2009)
* ''Blackboard Jungle Vol.1 & 2'' (with Dubblestandart & [[Subatomic Sound System]])
(2009)
* ''Mad Alien Dub'' (2010)
* 'The Unfinished Masterpiece' (2010)<ref name="The Great Rock Discography"/>
* ''Revelation'' (2010)
* ''Chrome Optimism Remixes'' (with Dubblestandart & [[David Lynch]]) (2009)

===Compilation albums===
* ''Chicken Scratch'' (produced by [[Coxsone Dodd]]) (1963–1966)
* ''[[Reggae Greats: Lee "Scratch" Perry]]'' (1984)
* ''Open The Gate'' (1989)
* ''Upsetter Collection'' (1994)
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* ''Upsetters A Go Go'' (1995)
* ''Introducing Lee Perry'' (1996)
* ''Words Of My Mouth Vol.1 (The Producer Series)'' (1996)
* ''Voodooism (Pressure Sounds)'' (1996)
* ''[[Arkology (album)|Arkology]]'' (1997)
* ''The Upsetter Shop Vol.1: Upsetter In Dub'' (1997)
* ''Dry Acid'' (1998)
* ''Lee Perry Arkive'' (1998)
* ''Produced and Directed By The Upsetter (Pressure Sounds)'' (1998)
* ''Lost Treasures of The Ark'' (1999)
* ''Upsetter Shop Vol.2 1969-1973'' (1999)
* ''Words Of My Mouth Vol.2 (The Producer Series)'' (1999)
* ''Words Of My Mouth Vol.3 (Live As One/The Producer Series)'' (2000)
* ''Scratch Walking'' (2001)
* ''Black Ark In Dub'' (2002)
* ''Divine Madness ... Definitely (Pressure Sounds)'' (2002)
* ''Dub Triptych'' (2000)
* ''Trojan Upsetter Box Set'' (2002)
* ''This is Ska and Reggae Roots'' (2005)
* ''The Upsetter Selection - A Lee Perry Jukebox'' (2007)<ref name="The Great Rock
Discography"/>

===Appearances===
*Co-wrote "[[Police and Thieves]]" with [[Junior Murvin]]. It was later covered by [[The
Clash]] on their 1977 [[The Clash (album)|debut album]], some versions of which include
their Perry-produced single "[[Complete Control]]".
* "The Only Alternative" on the compilation ''Roots Of Innovation - 15 And X Years On-U
Sound'' (1994) by [[Dub Syndicate]] on [[On-U Sound]] label.
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* "Dr. Lee, PhD" on the album ''Hello Nasty'' (1998) by [[Beastie Boys]]
* Appears on two tracks on the album ''Whaa!'' (2005) by [[Zuco 103]]
* Starred in a series of [[Guinness]] advertisements (2008)

